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Home care
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Emergency 
services

Care is the starting point of our innovation at Eitan Medical, at the heart of 
the development of our drug administration and infusion solutions.

We develop innovative technologies for the benefit of our patients,                
as well as our partners, healthcare providers, caregivers and technicians.

Eitan Medical is committed to supporting patients around the world and 
improving care by promoting comfort and independence throughout the 
treatment cycle.

With a global network specialising in drug delivery and infusion solutions, 
Eitan Medical is here to support you, our customers, our partners and the 
patients we serve together.

Eitan MedicalContents

Sapphire, one infusion pump, multiple therapies.
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Sapphire™ Multi-Therapy

infusion pump kit

Sapphire™ Epidural

infusion pump kit

Sapphire™ 
Multi-Therapy Pump

Sapphire™ 
Epidural pump

Power supply

 Power supplyBolus 
handle

P/N 17000-028-0072

P/N 17000-031-0035

   Included in the kit  

   Included in the kit  

Administration sets 

General use

Filter sets

NAME PRODUCT NUMBER DESCRIPTION LENGTH 
(In)

PRIME 
VOLUME

UNITS 
PER BOX

 AP403-01 12003-000-0013 Microbore set with a vented/non-vented 
spike, Fx administration cassette, slide 
clamp, and spin male luer lock.

114 ~6 mL 30

AP409-01 12005-000-0003 Macrobore set with a vented/non-vented
drip chamber with 15μ filter, back check
valve, needleless Y-site, roller clamp, Fx
administration cassette, slide clamp, 
needless Y-site, and spin male luer lock.

109 ~23 mL 30

AP433-01 12000-000-0044 Macrobore set with a vented/non-
vented drip chamber with 15μ filter, Fx 
administration cassette, roller clamp, 
needleless Y-site, and spin male luer lock.

113 ~22 mL 20

AP423-01 12003-000-0023 Microbore set with a non-vented spike, 
Fx administration cassette, slide clamp, 
back check valve, and spin male luer 
lock.

115 ~6 mL 30

NAME PRODUCT NUMBER DESCRIPTION LENGTH 
(In)

PRIME 
VOLUME

UNITS 
PER BOX

AP223-01 12003-000-0033 Microbore administration set with vented/
non-vented spike, Fx administration 
cassette, back check valve, 0.2μ filter, slide 
clamp, needleless y-site and spin male luer 
lock.

117 ~9 mL 30

AP204-01 12003-000-0070 Microbore set with a non-vented spike, Fx 
administration cassette, 0.2μ filter, slide 
clamp, back check valve, and spin male luer 
lock.

 116 ~8 mL 30

Mini cradle 
with knob key

Mini cradle with             
splitter and knob key

Infusion pump kits
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NAME PRODUCT NUMBER  DESCRIPTION LENGTH 
(In)

PRIME 
VOLUME

UNITS 
PER BOX

AP417-01 12004-000-0022 Microbore yellow marked set with a 
vented/non vented spike, Fx administration 
cassette, and neuraxial (NRFit®) connector.

114 ~6 mL 30

AP133-01 12006-000-0010 Macrobore blood set with two non-vented 
spikes, two roller clamps, drip chamber with 
200 μ filter, Fx administration cassette, roller 
clamp, needleless Y-site, and spin male 
luer lock.

115 ~30 mL 20 

AP504-01 12000-000-0045 Macrobore UV resistant set with an opaque 
vented/non-vented drip chamber with 15 µ 
filter, roller clamp, Fx administration cassette, 
needleless Y-site, and spin male luer lock.

113 ~26 mL 20

AP416-01 12003-000-0012 Microbore set with a female luer lock, 
Fx administration cassette, slide clamp, 
needleless Y-site, and spin male luer lock.

93 ~5 mL 30

AP410-01 12005-000-0007 Macrobore set with a vented/non-vented 
drip chamber with 15 μ filter, roller clamp, 
spin male luer lock, and with an infusion 
bag hanger.

28.1 ~9 mL 30

AP411-01 12003-000-0078 Macrobore  administration set with vented/
non-vented spike, slide clamp, needleless 
y-site, Fx administration cassette, slide 
clamp, needleless y-site and spin male luer 
lock.

72 ~13 mL 30

NAME PRODUCT NUMBER  DESCRIPTION LENGTH 
(In)

PRIME 
VOLUME

UNITS 
PER BOX

AP424-01 12003-000-0024 Microbore administration set with vented/
non-vented spike, Fx administration 
cassette, slide clamp, back check valve, 
y-site and spin male luer lock, and with 
female luer lock, slide clamp and a back 
check valve.

116 ~7 mL 30

AP402-01 12004-000-0004 Microbore yellow marked set with vented/
non-vented spike, Fx administration 
cassette, slide clamp and spin male luer 
lock.

114 ~6 mL 30 

AP214-01 12004-000-0002 Microbore yellow marked set with a 
vented/non vented spike, Fx administration 
cassette, 0.2μ filter, slide clamp, and spin 
male luer lock.

116 ~8 mL 30 

NAME PRODUCT NUMBER  DESCRIPTION LENGTH 
(In)

PRIME 
VOLUME

UNITS 
PER BOX

AP240-01 12003-000-0069 Microbore set with a non-vented spike, Fx 
administration cassette, 1.2μ filter, slide clamp, 
back check valve, and spin male luer lock.

116 ~8 mL 20

AP 206 -01 12000-000-0022 Macrobore set with a non-vented spike, Fx 
administration cassette, 1.2μ filter, slide clamp, 
and spin male luer lock.

116 ~23 mL 20

Filter sets Specialty Sets

Specialty Sets

Administration sets Administration sets 
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Support

Power supply

Bags

Mini cradle 
with splitter

Power supply 

Sapphire power cord compatible with IPS*
Sapphire Multi-pump power cord 

compatible with IPS

Infusion pouch
500 mL

Homecare large backpackMini cradle
without splitter

External battery pack 

Travel caseMulti pump 
mounting system

Integrated power supply (IPS)*

Splitter

* Order both PNs for a complete IPS solution

P/N 17000-026-0007

P/N 15072-000-0007

P/N 15070-112-0005 P/N 15171-112-0002

P/N 05080-605-0001 P/N 15088-000-0001

P/N 15042-000-0010

P/N 15079-111-0001

P/N 15020-010-0002

P/N 17000-020-0008

P/N 15072-000-0010

P/N 15043-000-0005

Pain management

Bolus handle

P/N 15071-000-0005

 PCA lockbox 250 mL 
strap and pouch

P/N 15063-000-0004

PCA lockbox
250 mL

P/N 15063-000-0001

PCA lockbox
100 mL

P/N 15061-131-0004

Accessories Accessories
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Maintenance Accessories

Additional products

Li-Ion battery

Press plane  for 
mini cradle

Connection knob 
flange Key for 

mini cradle

100 mL 
lockbox key

Connection knob 
key for mini cradle

250 mL 
lockbox key

Connection knob tip 
bolt for mini cradle

P/N 05020-160-0001

P/N 05040-380-0026

P/N 05040-380-0019

P/N 05070-190-0015

P/N 05040-380-0018

P/N 10010-122-0046

P/N 05040-380-0027

Sapphire FasTest PM Kit 
(for 30 tests)

Communication 
cable

P/N 16024-000-0002 P/N 05020-110-0213

Pump management & maintenance tools

The Sapphire future-ready, software-based platform expands beyond the pump to 
provide a complete solution for pump management and maintenance with a variety 

of software-based, automated time-saving tools.

  *Level 1,  **Level 2 

Spare parts Service

FasTest PM* 
Perform comprehensive 

maintenance verification tests 
quickly and easily.

Sapphire Configuration 
Manager (SCM)*

Configure a pump and 
duplicate its parameters 
across your entire fleet.

Sapphire Pump Loader *
Access the latest developments 

in Sapphire software.

Event Viewer * 
View and download up to 8,000 

events stored in log memory.

Sapphire Drug Library
Create and edit a drug library 
of up to 12,000 drugs, in up to 

40 different Clinical Care Areas

Bill of Health **
Diagnose and test the basic 
functionality of your pumps.

Clean Up Tool * 
Reset the software of your 
devices to a basic setting.

This is not an 
Eitan Medical product

Carrying case RS232 to USB 4 port adapter

P/N 200513-1480N5-A P/N 15077-102-0001
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A customized learning experience based on 
your educational needs 

Train your team, Track your progress, Provide safe patient care

Variety of resources 
with video tutorials 

and user guides 

Virtual and 
in-person 

instructor-led 
training

Interactive learning 
experience with Eitan 

Medical Academy 

Eitan Medical addresses your educational needs 

Eitan Medical Academy 
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